










What's an interval?

Why are we learning this?

Q's -->

review quiz review q

outline

pw/orth poly

re-intro fourier

fourier apps







Choosing nodes for polynomial interpolation

Observation Discussed choice of basis

Also have choice of nodes

So far: only used equispaced nodes

Observation:

Best nodes set on [-1,1]: "Chebyshev nodes"

Best if nodes cluster towards interval ends

Demo: Choice of interpolation nodes



Sines and Cosines ("Fourier Basis")

Idea: Use sin(nx) and cos(nx) as a basis for a number of values of n

What's the basis?

Observations:

Why care about the Fourier basis?

What to use as points?

Write down a Vandermonde matrix for up to n=2

- works best for periodic functions

- generalized Vandermonde has orthogonal columns

Demo: Audio synthesis with sines

Demo: Audio experiments

Because it lets us think about frequency components

Demo: Fourier Interpolation



Taking derivatives with linear algebra

Have: interpolant

Want: derivative

Have: function values at nodes

hard to get

easy to get!

Compute coefficients

Build generalized Vandermonde with derivatives of basis

Compute

matrix to apply a derivative (!)

Now all in one step:

What if you wanted coefficients of the derivative?

Want: values of derivative at nodes

Easy because interpolation basis             is known!



Demo: Taking derivatives with Vandermonde matrices

Do we really need a whole matrix for equispaced points?

Finite Differences

Observation:

How accurate are these finite difference formulas?

Idea: Reuse one of the 'middle' rows of                for many adjacent points:

one less power than interpolation

No! For equispaced data, one row of             should be enough.

(because taking a derivative is--in principle--no different there
than at neighboring points)

as above! (It's the same thing after all.)

Demo: Finite differences

(where n is the highest poly degree)



How do I take two derivatives?

Computing Integrals with Linear Algebra

Same idea as derivatives: Interpolate, then integrate.

Have: interpolant

Want: integral

Example: Compute integral of quadratic interpolant on interval [0,1]

Find coefficients

Compute integrals



Combine it all together

It turns out that this has someone's name attached to
it. It's called "Simpson's Rule".

What does Simpson's Rule look like on [0, 1/2]?

What does Simpson's Rule look like on [5, 6]?

Demo: Compute the weights


